In the past several years, college student participation in elections has been low. However, this year, due to a variety of factors, there has been a noticeable increase in student involvement.

One factor that has contributed to this increase is the issue of education. Campaigns for the presidency have focused heavily on education, with both candidates making promises to increase spending on education. This has resonated with students, who see education as a crucial issue for their future.

Another factor is the decrease in the cost of voting. The university has made it easier for students to register by setting up registration booths on campus, and the city clerk's office has made it clear that students can use their student ID as proof of residency.

Despite these efforts, there are still students who do not participate in elections. As students, we have a responsibility to our future and to the country. Our vote is important, and it matters who holds the office of president.

As students, we should be informed about the candidates and their positions on important issues. It is up to us to do our research and make educated decisions.

In conclusion, student participation in elections is crucial. It is our duty to vote, and it is our responsibility to make the best possible choice for the future of our country.
“What is the most important issue of the presidential election? Why?”

by Cyle Brueggeman
Staff Reporter
Photos by Fred Hohenese
Staff Photographer

John Johnstone
Moline, IL
Junior
Communications
Arms race. People are afraid of nuclear war; we don’t want it to happen.

Judy Minor
Pittsville
Junior
Physical Education
Arms race. Because it is important to the future, whether we will be here or not.

Jim Kowalczyk
Cedarburg
Junior
Business
Arms control. Because of the Russians. They’re bad dudes.

Mary Jo Schmuer
Appleton
Freshman
Sociology
Who can do the most for the working man. I want to see who can help the individuals who need benefits.

Wendy Daniels
Stevens Point
Senior
Microbiology
Ferraro running, in combination with arms race and abortion.

Rick Christofferson
Stevens Point
Alumni
Political Science
Nuclear freeze and the arms race. If we don’t solve that problem, we won’t have many others to deal with.

Karen Coey
Roeholt
Senior
Business Administration
Nuclear Disarmament. It involves the world. There are a lot of issues, but if this issue isn’t taken care of the rest don’t matter.

Steve Kestly
Palaski
Senior
Physical Education
Foreign relations and war. Because if it comes down to that I’ll probably be one of the people fighting.

Marianne Bradley
Waukesha
Sophomore
Forestry
Defense. A lot of people are worried about it.

Becca Richards
Oconomowoc
Freshman
Communicative Disorders
The economy. It’s gotten better and I think it can get a lot better.

Lynn Ott
Wausau
Junior
Biology
Arms race. Because most people are concerned with Russia and a war. Also, foreign relations with other countries.

David Milan
River Grove, IL
Senior
Geography
Military spending. I’m in the military myself. There should be more spending on conventional troops. There’s no sense to nuclear weapons. It’s not fair to make a city, you push a button, it’s all over.

Karen Coey
Roeholt
Senior
Business Administration
Nuclear Disarmament. It involves the world. There are a lot of issues, but if this issue isn’t taken care of the rest don’t matter.

Du Bednarz
Klondike
Freshman
Communication/Sociology
I’m politically apathetic. Thus I have no opinion whatsoever.
Reagan supported

To the Editor:

Why is everyone against President Reagan because of cuts in Social Security (Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance), tuition money, and other social programs? He is doing this for several reasons. First, he is cutting from the programs the people who don't need them so that those who do need them can get more. Second, he is returning Social Security to what it was intended for; a supplement to the income of retired people. The rest of their money was to come from pensions from their jobs and from personal savings.

The problem with many people today is that they are too willing to let someone else support them. That "someone else" is, of course, the taxpayer. In order for a person to receive any aid, especially student loans, a real need should be demonstrated. America was not made great by people taking any handout they could get. This country was built and made strong by people who were willing to work. The freedom to work or not work; to make something of yourself or not, was called the "American Dream." And, Mondale, this dream would have to be validated, approved by Congress, and supported by the American people before it could be realized.

On Nov. 6, decide if you want a strong country with only the truly needy receiving aid, as President Reagan is doing, or a weak country with hard working Americans supporting the lazy, as Mr. Mondale would.

Bruce Roepke

Hunting rights discussed

To the Editor:

Congratulations on your clear analysis of what is wrong with Wisconsin's Chippewas. Your editorial complaints that they want to keep the hunting and fishing rights which the U.S. government guaranteed to them forever in exchange for nearly all their land. Denied those rights by the State of Wisconsin, they had the nerve to sue in federal court to win what was already theirs by a solemn obligation of the national government.

Now when they try to use their legal rights in a restrained way, you accuse them of choosing to be "second class citizens." By exactly the same logic you are labelling white dairy farmers, resort operators and home owners on former Chippewa lands as "second class citizens" — unless they voluntarily give up that land.

Perhaps that is not what you meant. Perhaps you had no intention of suggesting that a treaty or legal contract should be applied equally to both sides. If that is the case, it would have been more direct to title your editorial "A Racist View of Chippewa Rights" and be done with it.

C.H. Ramsey

Dept. of History

Ed. Note: Mr. Ramsey is referring to Senior Editor Rick Kaufman's editorial of Oct. 18 (Mind and Body Issue) titled "Equality is urged for all."

Environmental concerns

To the Editor:

With all of the talk in this presidential election catering on age, Star Wars, Lebanon and Central America, it's becoming difficult to remember that some of us want-to see the election decided on environmental issues. Maybe it is hard to understand why, but the reason we lose sight of this is probably because there is such a clear choice in this arena.

Fritz Mondale really does care about what happens to the environment. He has shown that he knows what is happening in the environmental field; and has shown that he knows what to do about it. His view on acid rain is straightforward. He wants to stop the destruction of our atmosphere. He would prefer that the environment every time. Not only is Judge Clark anti-environmental, he is unqualified to head an agency charged with protecting our nation's natural resources.

In looking at the facts, I feel there is really no choice for people who care about the environment. Mr. Reagan talks about personal concern for the environment, but he contradicts himself in practice. He has a position which can guide the future of our country's environment. It is very important that he use that position for good, but he has not. Actions are much better indicators than talk. If Mr. Rea gan's actions are really as the voters think it is urgent to vote for Mondale.

Alan Kesner

Abortionists divided

To the Editor,

It is my personal conviction to hold these opinions, meaning I will have them even if threatened with torture and murder. I have been saying for a number of years now that I believe the Abortion Clinic should be blasted out of their footings. And every time I hear of one getting the blast I cheer considerably, knowing that perhaps a child may have been saved. As a fair Christian I must honor all others to be greater than myself, right from their very conception.

I have also for some time been telling my many friends in Minnesota, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin, that I am of the opinion that the liberal tyrants residing at the Supreme Court who are in favor of what they call legal abortions. These men, including Harry A. Blackmun, should most definitely be legally executed. I would prefer that they be legally executed on the White House front lawn for all the world to witness.

I believe that Edward Kennedy, Tip O'Neill, Walter Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro are preying in the very footsteps of their Devil. They, along with Harry Blackmun, have set themselves above the very law of God. They are guilty of (Rex Lex), meaning the king is law.

Cont. p. 16

JAMES R. PETERSEN

UAB Special Programs

Wednesday

Nov. 7

9 p.m.

U.C.

Encore

$1 Students

$1.50 Non-students

With the recent publication of his latest book, The Playboy Advisor on Love and Sex, Mr. Petersen has appeared on the Phil Donahue Show, Late Night with David Letterman, Merv Griffin, Hour Magazine, The Larry King Show and the Tomorrow Show with Tom Snyder.
**Verbrick resigns SGA vice presidency**

"They have different ways of doing things and I have different ways of doing things."

by Al P. Wong

Student Government Association Vice President Mike Verbrick stepped down from his position last week because of his frustration with "the bureaucracy" in the student organization.

According to SGA President Alan Kenzer, Verbrick was very frustrated with the process of how Student Government functions. Students have to go through committees for study before any final decision can be made, Kenzer explained. There are several committees and each of them work on issues and problems of a specific area.

"I am frustrated with the committee structure which has slowed the decision-making process. Some of the committees are not very effective in solving student issues," Verbrick commented.

But Verbrick said his primary reason for resigning was his "fundamentally different view of the role of student government."

Verbrick said that SGA as an organization should be aggressive and vocal on behalf of the issues that affect students. The organization must take more issues-based, he said.

According to Kenzer, the process Student Government goes through in dealing with issues or problems through committees would produce a final decision that is "safe" from mistakes. He said that his organization must show "responsibility and accountability for its actions."

"We have to establish credibility with students, faculty and the chancellor," he explained, "because we are dealing with a lot of money and important issues that can affect a lot of students."

Kenzer believes that the structure of his organization is so designed to enable the majority to rule, but at the same time the process would enable the minority to persuade. "This process would enable the minority to persuade for changes while the committees study the issues so that the final outcome can be favorable to everyone," Kenzer elaborated.

On the other hand, Verbrick felt frustrated with the committee structure because a lot of time can be wasted on some "We should be searching for bold, assertive action," he said.

The issue has stirred up a controversy regarding the structure of the Student Government Association. Should SGA become highly structured such that issues or problems will have to go through committees, but the outcome would be "safe" as Kenzer contended? Or should it be less structured and solve issues or problems more quickly?

These are difficult questions to answer. The Pointer will not take a stand on this matter at this time because both arguments have their own advantages and disadvantages.

Kenzer argued that Student Government has to be highly structured because of its responsibilities.

But Verbrick felt that problems could not be readily solved with the present committee structure.

Thus, the conflict is essential in managing the style. "They have different ways of doing things and I have different ways of doing things," Verbrick admitted. "They are efficient and competent, and I compliment them on these qualities."

But, Verbrick argued, "Right now, they are primarily concerned about the efficient allocation of money."

"Maybe Verbrick felt that other matters should be considered just as important."

The power to allocate money has always enabled SGA to be a powerful organization on campus. Besides the power to control the budget, SGA has the power to formulate policies as an organization.

These powers were brought about with the passage of State Resolution 98-06 which gave students the right to shared governance with the university administration in formulating policies on campus, Kenzer explained. Thus there is a student government body in each of the universities under the UW System.

At UWSP, SGA controls an annual budget of about $600,000. The money comes from the tuition fees paid by students.

(Almost 88% of the tuition fees paid by each student each year goes to SGA.)

According to Kenzer, the chancellor has the power to allocate or change the budget. "But the chancellor would rather leave the allocation decision to the students," Kenzer said.

There are many committees to enable each student to have a say in the decision-making process, elections are held every year to elect the president, vice president and student senators. The president will then appoint a director of a specific committee in SGA.

Hernandez speaks at UWSP

by Lori Stanko

"All we ask is to be left alone," Sister Gloria Luz Hernandez told a large group gathered in the U.C. on Wednesday.

"Having served in El Salvador from 1968 to 1981 until being forced to leave because of death threats, this five-foot nun can be considered a giant in the area of human rights after her experiences in Central America.

Sister Gloria feels she has one main purpose while lecturing in the United States, "to move you and others to say no and work against U.S. intervention in El Salvador and all of Central America."

Referring to the revolution, she alluded to Vatican II and the 1968 Latin American Bishops Conference. She feels the changes they brought to the church was catalytic to the uprising in El Salvador. The conference called on the church to "defend the rights of the oppressed" and to "denounce the unjust actions of world powers that work forced to leave because of death threats, this five-foot nun can be considered a giant in the area of human rights after her experiences in Central America."

Sister Gloria and her constituents abandoned their traditional roles as teachers in the city and went to work directly with the people in the countryside.

Their task was to make the people conscious of their situation, aware of the fact that high unemployment, poverty and social injustice did not have to exist any longer. A society based on equality and brotherhood was their new goal.

The Salvadoran government, and the oligarchy considered the clergy's work extension and a threat to the status quo.

In 1977 was the start of physical and emotional persecution for the people of El Salvador. Selective assassinations of information leaders took place. Since 1981, 17 priests, nuns and other religious leaders, people of the countryside, were killed. Salvadoran forces, armed with U.S. weapons and bombs, invaded churches and massacred the people within them.

Forced to escape from their homes, the Salvadorans sought refuge in dugouts and caves in the countryside. In an attempt to stop the revolution, the government had helicopters drop..."
INTERNATIONALS

SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR: Heavy fighting between government troops and leftist rebels have been reported on the slopes of San Vicente Volcano. The five-year civil war has apparently intensified even though President Jose Napoleon Duarte and rebel leaders met for peace talks two weeks ago. Further talks were planned in late November.

LA PAZ, BOLIVIA: Bolivian President Hernan Siles Zuazo has gone on a hunger strike to protest criticism of his record in fighting Bolivia’s flourishing illegal cocaine trade. Zuazo said he would stop eating until the opposition-controlled Congress withdraws the censure of his drug enforcement record. The opposition remained unmoved by the 70-year-old president’s fast.

TOKYO: Yashtiro Nakasone has won the election to a second term as head of the ruling Liberal Democratic Party. Nakasone will be assured of being the first prime minister in more than a decade to serve for more than two years. The Liberal Democratic Party holds a majority in the Diet, or parliament.

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND: Nigeria has objected to any cuts in its oil production to shore up sagging world oil prices. Nigeria, an OPEC member, which broke the cartel’s ranks by dropping its oil prices by 25 cents a barrel to keep pace with non-OPEC members Britain and Norway, could not meet its price cut and could not give any deadline when it might join OPEC’s pricing structure. OPEC members are meeting here in an effort to shore up sagging oil prices.

WASHINGTON: The suicide attack on the U.S. Embassy building annex in Beirut Sept. 30 succeeded because American officials made the mistake of not using a moveable security barrier around the facility, Senate investigators have found. The investigators said that “it appears evident that the terrorists observed the Embassy’s procedures at the time, identified the flaw and exploited it with brutal effect.” The investigators put the blame on those responsible to ensure that the road to the annex was protected by moveable barriers which would have prevented a vehicle from passing.

CHICAGO: The Judicial Council of the United Methodist Church has ruled that self-announced, practicing homosexuals will be barred from becoming ministers in its churches. The ban will take effect Jan. 1.

WASHINGTON: Serious crimes reported to law enforcement agencies have continued to decline, the FBI was reported as saying. The crime rate has dropped 5 percent in the first half of 1984 from the same period in 1983, the report said.

VERBRYCK, cont.

Sister Gloria stated the bombings still occur 14 times a day. She believes the situation in El Salvador is getting worse. In fact, Sister Gloria feels if the United States would stop supplying weapons to Central America the war would end. “Without arms,” she continued, “the Salvadorans and Honduran forces could not continue the bloodshed. A peaceful solution would then have to take place.”

Sister Gloria asks that the American people look at the war in Central America as parallel to the one that took place in Vietnam. “We desire peace, but peace with justice,” she claimed. “When we triumph we will be careful to respect all basic human rights.” Her voice was tired and hoarse, but yet a feeling of bravery was present when she concluded with “the more I am threatened, the harder I work.”

HELP WANTED

Looking for a responsible mature and enthusiastic student to live in and care for toddler. Compensation includes tuition, room & board, transportation and other benefits. Send Helen Van Prooyen at Stu-Employment Office.

Deadline: Nov. 9th
ATTENTION
FUTURE SENIOR CITIZENS!
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE 21ST CENTURY?

THE OUTCOME OF THIS YEAR’S PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION MAY AFFECT YOUR CHILDREN’S CHILDREN.

CARE ENOUGH TO VOTE NOV. 6

THIS AD SPONSORED BY S.G.A.

CONSIDER LAW SCHOOL.

William Mitchell is the law school that works.

For 84 years, we’ve offered a quality legal education with a flexible approach — afternoon and evening courses which enable students to work full or part time while attending law school. This gives many an edge in the job market. The proof is that more than 90 percent of last year’s graduating class (responding to surveys) found employment within nine months of graduation.

William Mitchell is the law school that works. Want to know more? Come talk with us.

Date: November 9
Time: 9:00-2:00
Location: Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Contact: Dennis Tierney, Placement Office
for information

William Mitchell College of Law
875 SUMMIT AVENUE, SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA 55105
612/227-9171

ALDO’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT 341-9494

PIZZA
“Our Specialty”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sm</th>
<th>Med</th>
<th>Lrg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHEESE</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Sausage</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Beef</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Mushroom</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Pepperoni</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Canadian Bacon</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Olives</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Shrimp</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Tuna</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Anchovies</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALDO’S SPECIAL Cheese, Sausage &amp; Mushroom</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>7.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALDO’S DELUXE Cheese, Sausage, Mushroom, Onion &amp; Green Pepper</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Topping</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Cheese</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Pepper or Onion</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GIGANTIC ITALIAN SANDWICHES
Each made with our very own Special Sauce.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lunch Special: Plus Cheese, Pepperonni, Sausage &amp; Mushroom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEEF SANDWICH</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEATBALL SANDWICH</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUSAGE SANDWICH</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUB SANDWICH</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AMERICAN SANDWICHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ala Carte Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAMBURGER</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEESEBURGER</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISH BURGER</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOPPED STEAK</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEEF STEAK</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADIAN BACON</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEAL</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BUCKETS TO-GO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Just Regular Size</th>
<th>French Fried, Rolls, Cole Slaw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHICKEN</td>
<td>8 Piece</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 Piece</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 Piece</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 Piece</td>
<td>10.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ITALIAN DINNERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jr. Sr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPAGHETTI</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVIOLI</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSTACCIOLI</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Meatballs</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Sausage</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Chicken</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEAL PARMESAN</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above Dinners include - Salad and Italian Bread

SALADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LETTUCE SALADS</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALDO’S SALAD | 3.50 |

Made with cheese, lettuce, shrimp, olives, pepperoni, Canadian bacon, green peppers and Onions.

Above served with - Choices of Dressing and Italian Bread

ALA CARTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French Fries</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onion Rings</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese Curdles</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushrooms</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlic Bread</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nacho’s &amp; Cheese</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chicken Drumsticks | 1.50 |

(11 a.m. to 2:30 a.m.)

ALDO’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Italian and American Restaurant

Let Terry Kluck or Bob Nitsa make you a pizza just the way you like it.

$1.00 OFF ANY SIZE PIZZA

Plus A FREE Quart of Coke

One Coupon Per Pizza

Pick Up Or Delivered

Open Daily 11 A.M.-10 P.M.

Expires 11/8/94

341-9494

2300 Strong Ave.

ALDO’S

Italian and American Restaurant

Let Terry Kluck or Bob Nitsa make you a pizza just the way you like it.

$1.00 OFF ANY SIZE PIZZA

Plus A FREE Quart of Coke

One Coupon Per Pizza

Pick Up Or Delivered

Open Daily 11 A.M.-10 P.M.

Expires 11/8/94

341-8484

2300 Strong Ave.
Chairman of CR and YD's speak on politics

by Lori A. Hernke
Staff Reporter

With the upcoming presidential election right around the corner, many students will be interested in the views and voting habits found in a recent survey that was conducted on the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point campus.

The survey was conducted by four students for a Public Relations class. Those students, Tom Clark, Jim Jelectic, Janet Miller, and Greg Sheeber found some surprising results.

One of the most surprising results came from the question, "Are you a registered voter?" Of those polled, 81 percent said that they were registered to vote in the upcoming election, and only 37 percent said that they were not registered.

The survey also found that of the registered voters, 78 percent of them were seniors and only 36 percent were freshmen. They concluded that organizations on campus, such as SGA, should find a way to reach more freshmen and encourage them to register for the election. One way to do this is to get your friends, parents, or anyone else encouraging them to register in the dorms, instead of just placing it on the pizzas. This result showed that students at UWSP were more likely to vote than those at other schools that have been shown to be much lower in other surveys conducted with the general public.

The question, "If the election were held today, whom would you vote for?" also revealed some interesting things about UWSP students. The margin between the two major candidates was much closer in this survey than other surveys that have been conducted with the general public. Reagan was still ahead with 35 percent of the respondents voting for him, but Mondale was right behind, capturing 25 percent of the vote. However, it would be very difficult to predict who would win because of those surveyed, 25 percent were still undecided as to who they would vote for. Gary Hart and John Anderson each captured six percent of the vote, but that was not enough to be considered a viable candidate.

Most students surveyed also thought that their vote in the election can make a difference. Here it was pointed out that it wasn't an individual difference, but a group difference. People who plan to vote in the election are more likely to participate.

Survey reveals positive results
Scandal and Waite combo; a crowd pleaser

by Amy L. Schroeder
Features Editor

In spite of a forecasts temperatures outside, Quadrant Fieldhouse was hot Sunday night with the sounds of Scandal, featuring Patty Smyth, and hard rocker John Waite. The sellout crowd applauded wildly, as Smyth, dressed in a black leotard dress and metallic gold oversized jacket, greeted them with a hearty “Good evening, everyone. And Happy Halla-ween-yaahaaa!!!” Die is my favorite Hola-day, and here’s a little blast from the past for ya— “Loves got a Line on You.”

The audience was also treated to their current smash single, “The Warrior.” Again the crowd responded with wild cheers.

Patty Smyth and guitarist Keith Mack

Scandal finished their performance with their hit from last year, “Good-bye To You.” But, after cheers and screams continued to shake the Fieldhouse, Scandal returned to the stage for an encore. This time donning a long, black satin cape and witch’s hat, Smyth greeted the audience, “You are great,” she said, and fell into a hard rock dance number with the band.

Leaving the crowd cheering on its feet, Scandal exited for the final time.

While the road crews quickly

Patty Smyth and Keith Mack

。“ Loves got a Line on You .” What do you feel about the President’s policies? Our popularization of “singing along” to their current song has made them a favorite among fans who came to see them. To the audience as she strolled the rows of floor seats, directing the lyrics of her songs at individuals.

When Smyth returned to the stage, she commented, “This song is for all the girls out there, especially those of you who don’t plan on getting married and having a couple of kids. It’s all you, that’s the selection which came from their new album, The Warrior.”

The tough street girl from Brooklyn had a lot to say to the audience as she strolled through the rows of floor seats, directing the lyrics of her songs at individuals.

When Smyth returned to the stage, she commented, “This song is for all the girls out there, especially those of you who don’t plan on getting married and having a couple of kids. It’s all you, that’s the selection which came from their new album, The Warrior.”

The tough street girl from Brooklyn had a lot to say to the audience as she strolled through the rows of floor seats, directing the lyrics of her songs at individuals.

When Smyth returned to the stage, she commented, “This song is for all the girls out there, especially those of you who don’t plan on getting married and having a couple of kids. It’s all you, that’s the selection which came from their new album, The Warrior.”
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Obey and Michaelsen battle in UWSP debate

"'Star Wars' system 'loony tunes technology that will end up costing us $1 trillion.'" — Obey

by Lynn Goldberg

U.S. Rep. David R. Obey (D-Wis.) emphasized his dedication to reduction of the federal budget deficit, "without a cutback in science and education," as he met here Monday with his Republican challenger, Mark Michaelsen, a Marshfield Republican, in a debate held in UWSP's Program Banquet Room, Monday. In Michaelsen's opening remarks, he recalled the status of this country four years ago, claiming that we were "teetering on the brink of collapse, where economic growth had simply ceased."

The two candidates are battling for the state's 7th Congressional District seat, which represents over 800,000 people in Central and Northern Wisconsin, including residents of Stevens Point.

Answering a series of questions posed by the audience, the candidates addressed both local and national issues. Both agree that we need to "set the pace, and move forward with long-term farm policy" to change the plight of dairy farmers. "In fact," Obey said, "I co-sponsored a bill that pushed for a diversification period longer than 15 months."

In regard to a high-frontier defense system ("Star Wars"), Michaelsen is supportive of enabling the safety of first strike. Michaelsen regards "each weapon not only for defense purposes, but also as a bargaining chip."

Obey called the "Star Wars" system, "loony tunes technology that will end up costing us $1 trillion. He also called for a halt to such development, since "out-space is the last place not burdened with the arms race."

Obey said he finds it "impertinent to press for more than lip service to the issue of arms control."

"The abortion issue is one of the most sensitive, delicate issues a politician faces today."

Obey said. Personally, he feels guided by his own religious beliefs, the need for balancing the rights of a woman, and the reality of what he thinks can be enforced. Michaelsen, a strong supporter of the Human Rights Amendment, claimed that "a misinformed choice is no choice at all."

He said it is unfortunate when women have an abortion without ever knowing the possible physical and psychological effects of it. Michaelsen further called for an end to abortion on demand.

Responding to questions from the audience, Obey defended the accasion that he is "soft on democracy." He said he agreed with the need to lend support to El Salvador, but that in the past, he "has tried to tie aid to a thing that is right about this country, because I believe it is great the way it is. I have a tremendous hope for the future and President Ronald Reagan offers a continued hope for this nation."

GOP student leader explains vote for Reagan

by Diane Engelhard

Executive Vice Chairman
Wisconsin College Republicans

Yes, I elected a Democratic President Reagan. No, my dad isn't a millionaire, and no, I don't drive my own sports car. In fact, in the past four years, President Ronald Reagan has produced. People are back at work, they are spending money and they have hope for the future. President Reagan has produced four years of peace and prosperity. The citizens of the United States have pride in their nation and themselves, a pride that was not evident in the past. We are better off than we were four years ago, and with four more years of Ronald Reagan, we will be at our best.

President Reagan's opponent is making many promises and telling us what many people want to hear. He has the chance to produce and his record clearly shows that he does not deliver. By his four years, how could you possibly vote for the international instability that has been the result of the Democratic Party? History shows that when we elected a Democratic President and Congress, our chances of war escalate significantly. Sure, everyone promises peace, but we have attained peace, through strength, not promises.

Last week, the College Republicans on campus organized a rally for all caring human beings to commemorate the United States' rescue in Grenada. Mondale supporters attempted to disrupt this rally. Why would anyone demonstrate against human rights?

As an active worker and member of the Republican Party, I've been asked the inevitable question, "How could I, as a woman, vote for President Reagan?" I have difficulty understanding this question. You're talking about a president who has appointed more women to positions in his administration than any other president. Because he has not supported the Equal Rights Amendment, members of the National Organization for Women seem to think that President Reagan has "said yes to sexism" and that women "are being treated like a commodity."

I am insulted by the latter remark, I am not being treated like a commodity and I do not, as a woman, appreciate this generalization being used.

President Reagan appointed the first woman Supreme Court Justice. In the words of Judy Goldsmith, the national president of NOW, she is simply a "biological woman." In my opinion, Sandra Day O'Connor made history long before Geraldine Ferraro.

I am basically an optimist and I find the Democratic Party to be basically pessimist. They always seem to be focusing on what's wrong with this country without proposing any solutions to their complaints. I can't live like that. There are so many things good and right about this country because of President Reagan. I do not want to change this country, because I believe it is great the way it is. I have a tremendous hope for the future and President Ronald Reagan offers a continued hope for this nation.

Pointer editor supports Mondale

by Melissa Gross

Editor

Ronald Reagan has proposed budget cuts in education. Mondale believes in quality education. He recognizes in science, mathematics and computers. He wants to increase teachers' salaries, which are disastrously low, especially in Wisconsin.

Under the Reagan administration, education spending cuts have totaled 25 percent. Students feel the effects of such cuts daily through equipment deficiencies in all academic departments, and in the size of their financial aid checks, providing they are lucky enough to get aid at all.

While Mondale plans to increase educational spending, Reagan has proposed more cuts totaling over half a billion dollars. Mondale offers a college education to everyone. So does Reagan—providing all applicants are wealthy upper class.

Mondale plans to re-establish programs designed to aid dependent mothers and low-income families. He is committed to the strengthening of education and employment programs created to benefit minorities. He opposes tax loopholes for big corporations and has pledged Cont. p. 13
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Student groups support Young Democrat rally

by Noel Radamski

As the presidential election gets closer, political awareness increases. Recently, a rally was used to bring out the issues to the public. Under the slogan "Liberty and Justice FOR ALL," seven university organizations voiced their opinions. The sponsor of the rally was Young Democrats, with Environmental Council, Committee on Latin America, Women's Resource Center, National Organization for Women (Student Chapter), American Indians Resisting Ostracism, and SGA Director of Minority Affairs also participating. Music by Tom Peace also accompanied the rally.

The rally was to be held outside, but poor weather conditions forced it into the Program Banquet Room. This change did not put a damper on the activities. Approximately 100 people came to show their support for the Mondale/Ferraro ticket.

Stinging anti-Reagan and pro-Mondale messages were prevalent. The Environment Council's message was that of change. The emphasis of past EPA appointeess as failures and continued laxation of regulation under the Reagan Administration proved that change is essential.

The student chapter of National Organization for Women emphasized that the Reagan Administration uses "lip-service" when advocating equality for women. Citing examples of the increasing feminization of poverty and nonsupport of the equal rights amendment.

The American Indians Resisting Ostracism said that the Reagan Administration is more insensitive to American Indians than previous presidents. AIBO also stated that the Carter Administration fought for the needs of the American Indian. An example was the Indian Child Care Act which protected abused Indian children by placing them in an Indian family. AIBO also claimed that there is high unemployment among Indians -- upward to 75 percent in many areas. Another example is the Reagan Administration's re-education of Indian school programs and lack of protection of Indian lands.

The Young Democrats urged people to vote November 8th, and that "We're not going to give in to the politicians. The manner in which these diversified groups came together and worked in cooperation is commendable. The rally was a means to bring out their issues to the people in peaceful and coordinated fashion.

Reagan's record on women misinterpreted, says Peterson

For low income women, the Reagan Administration has been the issue of equal rights for women. Both Walter Mondale and President Reagan support equal rights but differ on the means to achieve those rights. Mr. Mondale has been endorsed by the National Organization of Women after they blackmailed him into taking Congresswoman Ferraro as his running mate.

It's necessary to understand that N.O.W. is made up of women who support the Mondale liberal philosophy of big government. These women were won over by spending money and increasing government control you can solve all of our nation's problems. N.O.W. represents the values of the small radical minority of American women. This organization is nothing but a pro-Democratic special interest group supported by mostly radical feminists. The interpretations many of these women have of the E.R.A. turn off many Americans.

In last week's Pointer the local chapter of N.O.W. made numerous erroneous statements as they attempted to misrepresent the record of President Reagan in order to win votes for their friend Mrs. "I want to be President" Ferraro. The GOP has a historic commitment to equal rights for women. Americans pioneered the right of women to vote and were the first major party to advocate for equal pay for equal work. The GOP is opposed to the comparable worth concept because it believes that the free market can better determine the value of jobs than any government authority.

In the last four years the Department of Justice has identified 140 Federal Laws which are discriminatory. Currently proposed legislation will correct all but 18 of them; six of those laws are under study and the other 12 already favor women. Under President Reagan's 30-states project, 42 states have started to examine their laws which discriminate and 28 states have begun to amend such laws. In the last four years the Reagan Administration has filed more sex discrimination employment laws than were filed in the Mondale-Carter administration.

The President firmly believes that we can have equal rights for women without the E.R.A. Many Republican women support the E.R.A. because they don't want women to be required for draft registration and drafting attempts have been made to

UAB PRESENTS: RICHARD GERE FILM FEST.

UAB Visual Arts

NOV. 1st-P.B.R.
7:00 "Breathless"

9:15 "Officer and A Gentleman"

NOV. 2ND PBN
7:00 "Officer and A Gentleman"

9:15 "American Gigolo"

Richard Gere (An Officer and a Gentleman) stars as a punkdrifter one step ahead of the law in Breathless, a stylish remake of Jean-Luc Godard's famous French New Wave classic.

Students for Reagan

In this presidential campaign, one of the more debated issues has been the issue of equal rights for women. Both Walter Mondale and President Reagan support equal rights but differ on the means to achieve those rights. Mr. Mondale has been endorsed by the National Organization of Women after they blackmailed him into taking Congresswoman Ferraro as his running mate.

It's necessary to understand that N.O.W. is made up of women who support the Mondale liberal philosophy of big government. These women were won over by spending money and increasing government control you can solve all of our nation's problems. N.O.W. represents the values of the small radical minority of American women. This organization is nothing but a pro-Democratic special interest group supported by mostly radical feminists. The interpretations many of these women have of the E.R.A. turn off many Americans.

In last week's Pointer the local chapter of N.O.W. made numerous erroneous statements as they attempted to misrepresent the record of President Reagan in order to win votes for their friend Mrs. "I want to be President" Ferraro. The GOP has a historic commitment to equal rights for women. Americans pioneered the right of women to vote and were the first major party to advocate for equal pay for equal work. The GOP is opposed to the comparable worth concept because it believes that the free market can better determine the value of jobs than any government authority.

In the last four years the Department of Justice has identified 140 Federal Laws which are discriminatory. Currently proposed legislation will correct all but 18 of them; six of those laws are under study and the other 12 already favor women. Under President Reagan's 30-states project, 42 states have started to examine their laws which discriminate and 28 states have begun to amend such laws. In the last four years the Reagan Administration has filed more sex discrimination employment laws than were filed in the Mondale-Carter administration.

The President firmly believes that we can have equal rights for women without the E.R.A. Many Republican women support the E.R.A. because they don't want women to be required for draft registration and drafting attempts have been made to
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himself to reducing the deficit so as to ensure small businesses an economic environment which will foster their development.

In the past four years, Reagan has created a comfortable environment for the wealthy at the expense of the poor. Mondale has endeavored to repair this damage caused by Reagan's budget-cutting axe.

Reagan, in his first three years in office, cleaned up only six of the 546 priority toxic dump sites. Outside of his manager effort, the entire subject of toxics has been neglected by the president. In addition, Reagan has done little in the way of acid rain, opposed the reauthorization of the Clean Air Act and upheld efforts allowing industry to evade environmental regulations.

In comparison, Mondale supports an expansion of the "Superfund" trust funded through chemical producers to clean up the nation's toxic waste dumps. He advocates the promotion of the Clean Air and Water Acts which have been largely responsible for reductions in the nation's air and water pollution.

Mondale has called acid rain a "national problem," saying that such an environmental hazard "doesn't know state boundaries." In conjunction with various environmental agencies, Mondale is advocating a 30 percent reduction of sulphur dioxide air pollutants through smokestack emission control in an attempt to reduce the problem.

Mondale considers nuclear war a serious threat. He does not make life-threatening jokes during microphone checks. He is aware of the destructive potential of today's nuclear weapons. He recognizes the importance of American-Soviet relations as a vital concern in world survival.

He opposes Reagan's "Star Wars" proposal and has proposed to meet with the Soviets, not when up for re-election, but within six months of his inauguration. He has proposed a ban on Soviet-American nuclear arms testing and plans to instigate negotiations for a mutual freeze on nuclear arms production.

Walter Mondale is committed to the elevation of education standards, higher teachers' salaries and the availability of a college education for all Americans.

Walter Mondale plans to support and improve government programs designed to help the needy; not threaten them with budget cuts.

Walter Mondale wants to protect our environment from the hazards of pollutants and has supported programs designed to do this.

Walter Mondale supports a Soviet-American arms freeze and plans to begin negotiating within six months of his inauguration.

Instead of asking, "Are you better off than you were four years ago?" the question should read, "Are you better off without another four years?" In regard to the second question, my answer is "yes."

Reagan, cont.

amend the currently written E.R.A., but liberal Democrats led by Tip O'Neill and N.O.W. insist on playing politics with this issue and refuse to work with the GOP in making it acceptable for passage. The GOP has worked toward gaining passage of the E.R.A. in state constitutions yet N.O.W. isn't satisfied with this state rights approach.

President Reagan does not support sexism on our campuses as the N.O.W. chapter here claims. The 1846 Civil Rights Act has not passed the U.S. Senate because of a provision which overrules a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision. This decision gave the government the authority to withhold Federal funds from college programs which are discriminating. Previously, the government was required to withhold funds from the whole university — as was the Grover Cleveland College case. The Reagan approach to getting equal rights for women takes time. On the other side, the E.R.A. isn't a cure-all solution. The E.R.A. is a loosely stated amendment which has failed in numerous attempts to get passed despite getting an unprecedented extension in the ratification process. You can only beat a dead horse for so long. It's no surprise that a majority of America's women are voting for President Reagan because he has done more for women than any other president.

The only gender gap is that, one in which Mondale has reversed in this election between men.

President Reagan is working for women now!

Obey, cont.

statement that they will stop killing their own people. We need, ...tative approval. The treaties 'archaic,' and said he felt the state was wrong to negotiate behind closed doors. "They could have allowed more input," he said, "and head off criticism of reverse discrimination."

When asked if he thought a key issue was missed in this debate, Obey said his concern for the environment is strong and they "needed to talk about different differences" in the candidates' positions. In particular, he expressed concern for toxic dump clean-up in this state.

The debate was the ninth in a series of debates sponsored by UWSP's Political Science Association since 1968.

THE POINTER STAFF WOULD LIKE TO POINT OUT AN INCORRECT TIME IN LAST WEEKS HOP ADVERTISING. THE BUS RUNS TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY, NOT TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY.

Cancer strikes 120,000 people in our work force every year. Although no dollar value can ever be placed on a human life, the fact remains that our economy loses more than $10 billion in earnings every year that cancer victims would have generated. Earnings that they might still be generating if they had not been simples the facts on how to protect themselves from cancer.

Now you can do something to protect your employees, your company, and yourself. Call your local unit of the American Cancer Society and ask for their free pamphlet, "Helping Your Employees to Protect Themselves Against Cancer." Start your company on a policy of good health today!
Reagan began his fourth year in office focusing political muscle in pushing a controversial three-year, 30-per cent income tax cut through Congress. If elected, he promised to:

- Establish a simpler tax system.
- Reduce the corporate income tax rate from 46 per cent to 30 per cent.
- Make the tax cuts permanent.
- Allow interest on new mortgage debt to be deducted at the time it is incurred.
- Allow interest on education loans to be deducted.
- Extend the first-time home buyer's tax credit.
- Cut the top rate on capital gains.
- Lower the tax on dividends.
- Create a new research and development tax credit.
- Cut the top rate for lower-income people.

Reagan's tax cuts are designed to stimulate economic growth, reduce inflation, and provide a safety net for the middle class and the elderly. The president argues the new tax laws will help ensure a strong and prosperous future for all Americans.

The president argues the new tax laws will help ensure a strong and prosperous future for all Americans.
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Arms Control

Mondale has spent a lot of time and energy criticizing the president's alleged inaction in the arms race and his refusal to negotiate a peace treaty with the Soviet Union. Reaching an agreement on any arms control treaty with the Soviet Union is vital to the future of the entire world. The president's record on such agreements is a disgrace. Mondale/Ferraro believe in strong national defense: an effective and credible deterrent capable of deterring aggression by any nation, including the U.S., a verifiable six-month moratorium on the testing of anti-ballistic and strategic systems, a temporary, unilateral and verifiable moratorium on the testing of anti-ballistic and strategic systems, a continuous deployment of strategic ballistic missiles currently on the drawing boards, deployment of nuclear sea-launched cruise missiles, a unilateral summit with the Soviets to begin quickly after the election, a continued deployment of U.S. non-deployable warheads, and a delay installation of U.S. intercontinental missile systems.

Editor's note: The following sources were used to compile these issue pages on President Ronald Reagan and Democratic challenger Walter F. Mondale: the Republican National Committee, the Mondale/Ferraro Committee, Inc., the Democratic national platform, the two televised debates in Louisville, Ky., and Kansas City, Mo., and US News and World Report. The author would like to thank the UWRP College Republicans and Young Democrats for their cooperation in providing information for these articles.

Walter Fritz Mondale - Democrat
Taxes

President Reagan's three-year 35 percent tax cut was an economic windfall for America's wealthy, but had little or no effect on the poor and middle class, argues Democratic challenger Walter Mondale. Mondale views tax cuts as a primary weapon in reducing the enormous federal budget deficit. If elected, Mondale says he would go long way to injecting "fairness" into our tax laws.

- A 10 percent surtax on all individual incomes over $13,000 and combined incomes over $100,000.
- Repealing federal revenues by closing tax loopholes, widening the tax base, and simplifying the federal tax code while lowering tax rates.
- Establishing the upper limit on benefits taxpayers over $60,000 receive from third year of the Reagan tax cut.

Unemployment and Inflation

Mondale can do little to argue against the president's successes in fighting inflation, except to remind them of 1982's severe recession, which occurred under a Democrat in 1981. Mondale believes unemployment and the economy in general can be improved by:

- Targeting the young and chronically unemployed for federal training programs.
- Restructuring domestic-content legislation, which mandates a fixed percentage of parts made in foreign countries.

Unemployment and inflation are the single most important public policy issue of the election campaign.

Education

Supporters of the Democratic hope- ful cite Mondale's Senate record as proof that Mondale would treat education as a top priority. They believe he'd support his program for such schools as head of state and for disadvantaged students, and others will carry what Mondale calls into his presidency.

- Establishing a national School of Excellence in which blocks grants could be used to develop the local schools of different strengths. These schools would be given greater flexibility on curricula, science, raise teacher salaries, provide for remedial training, and aid the gifted.

- Establishing an Education Corps to teach the children of parents attending private schools.
- Allowing state school boards to train teachers in a variety of areas.

Social Security

There is no issue that has been more controversial over the years, with major impacts on the economic security of the elderly. Social Security is the largest single expenditure in the federal budget, and Mondale has pledged to raise it to the highest level in the history of the program.

- Establishing a cost-of-living adjustment for Social Security payments.

Agriculture

Mondale has been highly critical of Reagan's agricultural record, noting farm income and average farm values have fallen to Depression-era levels. He argues that Reagan administration policies have caused a 21 percent reduction in agricultural income in 1981, even though support prices for farm commodities are equal to or above 100 percent of their 1980 level and now stand at $9.8 billion. If elected, he promises to pursue the following policies:

- Reducing the deficit by two-thirds in three years to lower interest rates for credit-dependent farmers.
- Aggressive use of price support, loan levels, target prices, paid diversion and producer-held reserve to balance supply and demand for commodities.
- Fighting the farm credit crisis by stopping farm foreclosures to help hard-pressed farmers, stretching out loan repayments and reviewing the entire federal credit system.
- Expansion of the Food for Peace program.
- Attempting to develop a consensus among the farm community that will treat all farmers and regions fairly.

The Environment
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- Cutting federal funds earmarked for the purchase of national forests, which Mondale believes have not been well maintained.
- A comprehensive approach to acid rain that includes cutting disulfide limits, encouragement of clean-up technology, and a negotiated treaty with Canada.
- A new program for improving the health of endangered species habitats and national wildlife refuges.
- Establishing a National Education Corps to teach the children of parents attending private schools.
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  - A veritable six-month moratorium on the testing of antiballistic and "Star Wars" anti-ballistic systems.
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Concert, cont.

on yet another wild uproar of the crowd. While Waite and his band exul-
ated the stage briefly, keyboardist
Charlie Mandell entertained the
audience with his own version of
"On Wisconsin."

Waite also left the stage to a
standing crowd, and re-entered
an encore summons.

Waite's lead guitarist, Earl
Slick, who last toured with Da-
vid Bowie's Serious Moonlight
Tour, suffered a gash on his leg
during the concert Sunday. He
was taken to the St. Michael's
Hospital, where he was given a
tetanus shot. Reports say he
spent a great deal of time there
signing autographs.

Patty Smyth, Scandal and
John Waite left for Seattle fol-
nowing the show Sunday.

Reagan, cont.

it can go in offering arms control
agreements, the president argued.
He promises to continue a push for
limits with the following provi-
sions:
- U.S. willingness to bargain at
any time with the Soviets, provided
such a summit has a chance of bear-
ing fruit.
- No nuclear freeze. Rather, the
administration seeks a bilateral cut
in current nuclear arsenals with veri-
fication.
- Continued development of "Star
Wars" technology, but would share
such technology with the Soviets un-
der certain conditions.

Politics, cont.

P.P. - "I just want to make people
aware of the candidates and
aware that they can please.
Here in Wisconsin, we have a
fax ten residency requirement,
just take two forms of identifica-
tion down to the polls and you
can register, and you can partic-
icipate in making the decision
about who is going to control
your life over the next four years."

Mondale, cont.

mediate-range missiles in Europe if
the USSR agrees to reduce its
arsenal of similar weapons in Eu-
rope.

Abortion, cont.

He can do anything he so
pleases. Our founding fathers
practiced and based our law on
(Let Res), meaning no man is
above the law, God's law. The
book Lex Rex was written in 1644 by
the honorable Samuel Ruther-
ford, was highly held by all
the men who won our War of Inde-
pendence.

To say nothing in the defense
of the little ones dying in the si-
holocaust in this country is to
affirm what is going on. Fer-
raro was most recklessly using
and dragging, a once very popular
and loved, John Kennedy's
name into the dirty toilet by
using his name and statements out
of context to defend her weak
stand on abortion.

In John F. Kennedy's Inaugu-
ral Address he so stated, "And
yet the same revolutionary be-
iefs for which our forefathers
fought is still at issue around the
globe, the belief that the rights of
man come not from the gen-
 erality of the state, but from the
hand of God." In his last
speeches before his assassina-
tion he talked about preparing
and providing for over a hun-
dred million more Americans by
1990. He clearly had nothing to
do with supporting abortion.

Raymond Clarence Michael
Schmitz
 Former Candidate for
Wisconsin Governor
to end abortion ticket

No longer silent

To the Editor,

Although unaligned with either
major political party and having
ignored Mr. Jeff Peterson's let-
ter to the Pointer (Oct. 19)
wherein he praised Vice Presi-
dent Bush's family and
staff for calling Congresswoman Ferraro
a bitch, I find, however, after
last week's article entitled Ro-
ald Reagan the Choice of You-
America I can no longer do so.
Since, under the law, silence is
assent, I must therefore enjoin a
rebuttal although I had mentally
dismissed Mr. Peterson's letter
as a written impersonation
of Wally George.

I will begin with a correction. Mr. Peterson mistated facts
regarding the congresswoman's finances. Her net worth is not
$1.8 million. Her net worth is near $1.03 million, according
to Time (Aug. 3). His argument that she and her husband
"don't live in "Archie Bunker's Neigh-
borhood" (Quass) because she
and her husband "send their
children to two of the most ex-
clusive and expensive schools
in the country" is not an argu-
ment since she does reside in
the burghs of Wisconsin.

The foregoing facts could lead one to believe that Mr. Peterson
cannot accept a woman in a position of authority who is also both com-
petent and confident. This is
called sexism in most quarters
and I for one have not been amused by the sexist attitude of
the major Republican candi-
dates.

In his article, Mr. Peterson
makes some interesting points.
He proudly states that "You're
never going to see our genera-
tion act like those 18 to 25 year
(sic) olds did in the 1960s." I
hope he is wrong, but I'm afraid
he is probably right, and I'm not
proud of it. American youth to-
day are generally more self-in-
 terested and might not unite in
support of issues such as voting
rights, equal rights, and free-
dom of religion, nor do they
seem as likely as the preceding
generation (which Mr. Peterson
seems to hold in contempt) to
express any desire for American
policy in places such as
Nicaragua and El Salvador.
Mr. Peterson also states that our
generation "rejects the...human rights policy of
leading Democrats including
Mondale and Ferraro." This
is evident in the apathy regard-
ing President Reagan's friendly
relations with South Africa, a
country where apartheid is law,
and the policy of privatization
ward countries like Ethiopia,
where people are daily starving,
after continuing and catastroph-
ic drought.

Mr. Peterson then gloats that
"Our generation...knows what
patriotism really is...our genera-
tion is waving the flag and vol-
unteering for the military."

Waving the flag and volunteer-
ing for the military are not nec-
essarily patriotism in my esti-
mation. They can be the out-
ward signs of a true love of
country and its best ideals, or
they can be the symbols of the
"My country, right or wrong" ideolo-
gy which is, at best, no longer
large, in a world that all nations
are continually more interdepen-
dent.

I will classify paraphrasing
that great American philoso-
pher, P.T. Barnum, and say that
no one ever went unre-elected
by underestimating the taste of
the American public. I, for one,
do not want to "return to those
thrilling days of yesteryear," and
have "Lone Reagan" ride
again.

Cyle Brueggemann
Campaign forgot environment

Eco-Briefs

by Cindy Minnick

The people of Oconto, Wisconsin joined in the "Festival of Life." This was to celebrate the cleanup of the Oconto River. Since 1979 the Office of Natural Resources had been working on improving the water quality of the river and public access to it. They have reported that their work is not complete and PCBs from the Scott Paper Company are still damaging the river.

In 1988, over 12 million pounds of phosphorous was dumped into Chesapeake Bay. By the year 2000, the Office of Natural Resources estimates that this will rise to 19 million pounds. Republicans believe that the nation are concerned with preserving the bay, and are worried that the Phosphates stimulate the growth of microorganisms which in turn consumes the available oxygen. Decreased oxygen levels prevent fish and shellfish from inhabiting these waters. To reduce phosphate levels people have called for a phosphate ban. Mr. Cravens thinks that other Republican presidents were exasperated by the EPA's inability to show sensitivity to the public. Calvin Coolidge stated, "The business of the nation is not people, the business of the nation is what you do."

Mr. Cravens uses this example to point out his thoughts on the current proposals. He thinks that the middle-class, the poor and the elderly have all been neglected. Some waste has been reduced in government but more people have been hurt than the benefits have helped. I grew up during the Hoover administration," remembered Cravens. "There was a terrible depression. People were out of work, and we were on the street. We could not buy those apples now, but the current administration's policies will lead us back to ruin."

President Reagan wants that Eisenhower wasn't bad. "He was sensitive to the nation. But remember, he didn't do a damn thing to stop McCarthy or the Communist witch-hunts." Nixon-Agnew on the other hand "was an example of complete arrogance and corruption of power. Reagan is the only person who was ruthless in their pursuit of their goals. He has been "OK, but he had a bad staff." If Reagan should be re-elected it would mean one thing: the future of our planet is optimistic. There will be more than just policies of exploration. There will be contained inattention.

Cont. p. 18

The Department of Natural Resources is asking Door County leaders for more effective and less costly water testing. Officials believe many areas may be contaminated by pesticide and lead poisoning.

After a lengthy battle, the poplar Creek District in northern Illinois has ruled that the Poplar Creek magazine is no place to spend summer vacation. Twenty-seven surburbs have requested that the area be used for education, but since they are running out of room in those areas, the magazine has tested the idea because it is directly against the purpose of the area.

Experts agree that groundwater contamination is widespread, and have estimated that by 1985, 2,020 drinking water areas may be affected by non-point pollution contaminants. "Put simply, the average American can no longer be sure drinking their water is safe," claimed an Environmental Safety report.

Old Faithful is no longer faithful, thanks to local point pollution. The Park's famous geyser has been affected by an earthquake. No geyser eruption has lasted more than sixty minutes, but now shoots steam at irregular intervals.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is investigating a Denver suburb for possible hazardous contaminants. Twelve children have died within the last two years in the area. Others have experienced seizures and nightmares. More tests have been reported within four blocks of the site and cancer rates are twice the national average. The EPA has taken samples for 128 pollutants in the town. They now await lab results. It would not be surprising to see hazards discovered. The area lies near a defense plant that makes...

Cont. p. 19

Questions

funding

Dr. Earl Spangenberg

Agriculture, Conservation and Water and Forestry

Government spending has been a favorite topic of the Reagan administration. They are always trying to get big government out of people's lives. The spending ways of past administrations has led to deficits, inflation and assorted other economic woes. Dr. Earl Spangenberg was a part of that discussion with that assessment, but questions the methods being played out in current government. The question may not be how cut is the last fight for so "Should we redirect spending?" according to Spangenberg.
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President influences eco-direction

Cravens, cont.

tion to long-term planning. But that's the frailty of democracy, public officeholders will look out for their own interests and re-

election.

If Mondale wins, he'll have "to spend a good deal of time modifying and mitigating the Reagan impacts on the environ-

ment," Professor Cravens' final re-

marks: "The nation and the bureau-

cracy are strong. The Constitu-

tion is flexible and designed to change, although God help us if it is changed. The bureau-

cracy can adapt. As long as we re-

main within limits when we manage natural resources, we can accomplish anything. For-

get limits and we're out of busi-

ness. The people currently in power are not working within the limits."

Record shows failures

Dr. Michael Gross

Professor of Environmental

Education-Interpretation

When asked what environmental

problems should have been dis-

cussed in the 1984 presidential

campaign, Dr. Gross responded

that Reagan record should have been a topic." Gross referred to past envi-

ronmental gains. "Before Reagan became president we

had a strong bi-partisan effort to

protect, restore and manage our resources for the future. This co-

alition has been totally dis-

rupted by the Reagan adminis-

tration. I think that Reagan has

sold out the environment to spe-

cial interest groups who would do great environmental dam-

age."

In particular, there are specif-

ic records which show the failed

policies of Reagan and the envi-

ronment, Dr. Gross maintains. "Reagan, through his appoint-

ments, has shown malfeasance in management. Burford (for-

mer EPA head) and Lavelle (former EPA administrator) re-

signed under fire. Criminal

charges were filed against them

which attempted to prove their

subversion of laws. They were

working with special interests

exploring ways to break those laws (requiring environmental protection)."

Gross charges that the Rea-

gan camp is also guilty of mis-

feasance, carrying out their du-

ties in a manner which pre-

cluded their ability to enforce

laws. "There were no critical tech-

nical positions and inspectors in the EPA. They weakened the Office of Surface Mining and control of toxic wastes. Reagan

appointees have eliminated re-

gulations, registered of materia-

als, moved offices away from

problem areas, they've turned

regulation over to the industry

being regulated. History has

shown industry to be a poor self-

regulator." Dr. Gross points to

the decline of animal popula-

tions such as Bighorn sheep and

grizzly bears as proof of the

effects of the "Sagebrush Re-

bellion" which attempted to

wrest control of federal lands

from the federal government.

Reagan administration re-

source managers in the forest

"don't consider old-growth val-

ue. The concept of multiple-use

has become a farce. The current
trend is to exploit the fiber, to

get the cut out," explained Dr.

Gross.

Finally, Gross holds the Rea-

gan administration guilty of

nonfeasance. "They've continued

"Reagan has given in" al-

I tally fought the Clean Air Act

which expired three years ago. They see no need to control SO2 or NO2 emissions which are pro-

duced acid rain causes. Reagan

gives in to the big power

companies and big business. He's going along with them." Gross continues: "If we do nothing at all, they will further destruc-

tion of lakes and decline of forests. We need only go to Eu-

rope for evidence of these effects. The Reagan adminis-

tration has failed miserably in

its task. Reagan has provided no

leadership, he's turned it over to

the right wing (Watt, etc.). We

have an actor for a leader and

he's given a great performance

for four years. If we buy another
our years, if we get conned, we'll sell out ourselves." If Reagan wins, Dr. Gross sees another period of "no pro-

gress." Gross claims that "Rea-

gen will thwart him again (in his efforts to weaken environmental

controls)." Reagan has shown "insensitivity and igno-

rance." In his handling of appli-

cations, such as trying to rein-

introduce Anne Gorsuch-Bur-

ford to public hearings. If Mondale will win, Gross believes that "Mondale will go back to the track of bi-parti-

sian cooperation that we were

embarked on before Reagan's election."

Positive leader

with strength

Professor Robert J. Engelhard

Assistant Dean-CNB

A positive leader is needed about the course of the Reagan adminis-

tration is the view of Professor Robert Engelhard. He thinks,

"Reagan has set a course for re-

newing confidence in our abili-

ties to cope with problems. Lea-

dership problems of the past have hurt us. Engelhard added, "The bottom line is we can't think we're incapable. As a world leader, what are the other nations to think if we act inef-

fectively?"

Professor Engelhard elabor-

ated on his theme of optimism.

"Americans have a positive feel-

ing about our government. We're

moving forward, perceiving our future as bright. Five to six

years ago we were afraid to re-

fire because inflation would con-

sume our power. Engelhard attributes this forward-thinking to the current president and his policies.

"Everyone is not touched by environmental issues in a direct manner. Therefore, the environ-

ment has not been as important an issue in this election. We are

faced by real environmental problems. We need to modify

what we do," declared Engel-

hard. "The environmental com-

munity says 'look out for acid rain' but doesn't offer a solution to the social problems which will follow if hundreds of coal miners are laid off in Appalachia," he

noted.

"A few years ago we had a problem with oil, we were switched to coal. Acid rain may have in-

creased as a result. We don't want nuclear plants for disposal rea-

sons. We don't want hydro power because of its destruction of wildlife. We don't want steam power because of acid rain. We

want all the benefits of speaking to the detriment. We say stop but have no solutions. 'Environmen-

talists' claim to be educated eco-

logically, but don't recognize the social impact. If a forest can be disrupted, the loss of work that can result from project halts," Professor Engelhard

Briefs cont.

rocket fuel, five abandoned ura-

nium mines, and an illegal

dump. For now residents are

bottled water and keep-

ing their children out of the

parks and a nearby creek.

A barrier at the mouth of the

Brule River was built this sum-

mer to keep sea lampreys from

swimming up the river. The

lampreys enter the river from

Lake Superior and prey on

spawning trout. Officials dis-

covered that there are no

preventing brown and steelhead trout from entering the river.

If Mondale wins, Gross believes that Reagan is in trouble. "Gross will work hard to pre-

vent the creation of another federal government. But it is

separate bodies: Educational

Association. Meeting at 8:15 a.m., Eagles Club, Chilton. Contact: Matt

Schuh, 42 School St., City of

Chilton, W18304, 414-849-4652.
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Chilton. Contact: Matt

Meeting at 8:15 a.m., Eagles

Club, Chilton, W18304; 414-

849-4652.
Bill holds little water
by Dan Sullivan

Two sets of radically different arguments about the Clean Water Act are awaiting authority in Congress. Realizing that the goals set by the original 1972 bill will not be met (water "swimmable and fishable" by 1983), and elimination of all point source discharges by 1986), the two changes are set to meet the environmental challenge in 1972 will not be met (water "swimmable and fishable" by 1983), and elimination of all point source discharges by 1986), the two changes are set to meet the environmental challenge in 1972.

The Senate bill, S 431, makes relatively few changes in the original Clean Water Act. On the other side, HR 3382, supports much higher funding for municipal construction, sever- 780
eral months, but still some damping of the 1972 extension for industrial discharges, and some and, and the Senate bill passed in 1984. The big cost of Congress a feel for major environmental protection bill programs were met even in the defeat of the Update Act. However, the agreement on which bill to pass has not been made, and clean water funding has been provided by a waiver since September 30. These facts are according to the August issue of the Journal of the National Pollution Control Fed.
**Points West in WSUC, Nass coach of the year**

by Kent Walsch

UWSP's David Nass accepted Coach of the Year honors while his Lady netters posted a season finale sixth place finish in the conference meet held at the Nelson Tennis Stadium in Madison last weekend.

The Wisconsin Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (WWIAC), which generally reserves the award for coaches of high-placing teams in the conference, recognized the efforts of Nass, who led the Pointers to a winning season despite the absence of seniors on his team.

UW-Whitewater finished atop the eight team field with 51 points to reap the conference crown from second place UW-Eau Claire, 37. UW-LaCrosse tallied 35 points for third place followed by UW-Oshkosh, 22; UW-Stout, 21; UW-Stevens Point, 18; UW-Fond du Lac, 14; and UW-Green Bay, 9.

Jodie Loomans, the Pointers team captain who held an 8-2 mark in singles play before entering the tournament was the top individual performer for the netters, first claiming the top place in the No. 4 singles division, then teaming with Lisa Brunner for another third in No. 2 doubles behind victories over UW-Eau Claire, 7-4, 6-4, and UW-River Falls, 6-4, 6-2.

Wendy Patch, the No. 5 singles seed, earned a fourth place finish, as did the No. 1 doubles team of Dolores Mach and Robin Haseley.

"Much and Haseley have developed into a solid No. 1 doubles team," said Nass. "They've become fearless and aggressive, and they've worked together well. All they need to do now is practice the shots."

Patch, along with Lori O'Neill in the No. 3 doubles event, upset UW-Oshkosh 3-4, 7-4, 7-5, and later defeated UW-River Falls in a straight set, 7-5, 63 victory to clinch fifth place.

O'Neill added a fifth place finish of her own in No. 6 singles play, ending the season with a 13-4 record in the division.

"Many of our losses were close matches," Nass insisted. "In 1983 we finished eighth out of the ten teams, but we had seven total points. This year, we were sixth out of eight with 18 points. This year's conference was a definite improvement over last year's finish."

"We were the only team competing with our seniors in the lineup, so if I can keep this squad together for the 1986 season, we'll have another winning season and should place high in the conference," Nass continued. "We played some fine doubles matches (in Madison), but our inexperience showed, that we got nervous at critical points during play," said Nass. "This caused us to play tentatively, and we made some matches tougher on us than they should have been."

The Pointers will return their entire team for the 1985 season, a year in which the netters may feature the services of five seniors and a junior in starting roles.

**Singles**

No. 1 - Dolores Mach-Robin Haseley def. C. Courtney Jr. Paterson (RF) 6-2, 6-1; lost to J. Pederson-Duffy (EC) 6-4, 6-4; lost to M. Malloy-N. Zedler (St) 6-2, 6-4.

No. 2 - Jodie Loomans-Lisa Brunner def. C. Pederson-M. Lanzens (EC) 7-6, 6-4; lost to J. Byroms-J. Sechter (LC) 6-4, 6-4; def. M. Talasjon-F. Fleissner (RF) 6-4, 6-0.

No. 3 - Wendy Patch-Lori O'Neill lost to K. Orent-C. Koch (EC) 6-4, 7-5; defeated Z. Wendt-S. Novak (O) 7-4, 7-3; def. T. Dow-J. Franko (RF) 7-5, 6-3.

**Doubles**

No. 1 - Dolores Mach-Robin Haseley def. C. Courtney Jr. Paterson (RF) 6-2, 6-1; lost to J. Pederson-Duffy (EC) 6-4, 6-4; lost to M. Malloy-N. Zedler (St) 6-2, 6-4.

No. 2 - Jodie Loomans-Lisa Brunner def. C. Pederson-M. Lanzens (EC) 7-6, 6-4; lost to J. Byroms-J. Sechter (LC) 6-4, 6-4; def. M. Talasjon-F. Fleissner (RF) 6-4, 6-0.

No. 3 - Wendy Patch-Lori O'Neill lost to K. Orent-C. Koch (EC) 6-4, 7-5; defeated Z. Wendt-S. Novak (O) 7-4, 7-3; def. T. Dow-J. Franko (RF) 7-5, 6-3.

The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point women's field hockey team had a 14-game winning streak and their hopes for a Wisconsin-Iowa-Minnesota Conference championship dashed when they were defeated 3-1 by UW-River Falls in the first game of the tournament. The Pointers came back to defeat UW-Platteville 4-1 and Carleton College to claim third place.

The top-seeded Pointers fell behind early in their game versus UW-River Falls when Stacey Kanish scored at the 4:47 mark of the first half. The Pointers' Dee Christopherson countered with a penalty-corner goal at the 12:30 mark to tie the score. UW-River Falls scored the clinching goal at the 17:40 mark of the second half on a penalty corner shot by Kanish. UW-River Falls outshot the Pointers 15 to 13, while the Pointers had 14 penalty corners to nine for the Falcons.

Coach Nancy Page expressed her disappointment after the loss. "Although we had beaten UW-River Falls by scores of 3-4 and 4-2 during the regular season, the Falcons were terrific today and we did not play up to our capabilities. We did not play well and once we got behind in the second half we started to panic a bit. We had scoring opportunities, but failed to capitalize on them."

The Pointers rebounded in their next contest and defeated UW-Platteville by a 4-1 count. Kristen Kemerling opened the Pointer scoring with goal at the 31:34 mark, Sheila Downing on the assist. The score stood at 1-0 at halftime, but in the second half the Pointers got rolling. Jaye Hallenbeck scored at the 36:45 mark with Downing once again on the assist. Kemerling added her second tally of the game at the 27:36 mark with Hallenbeck on the assist. Chris Christopherson added the final tally at the 22:34 mark. UW-Platteville scored one goal late in the contest. The Pointers outshot UW-Platteville 29 to seven and had ten penalty corners to only three for UW-Platteville.

"I was happy to see our bounce back and play well after the opening round loss. We moved the ball well and ran Platteville all over the field," said Page. "We used our wings a lot to open up, and our inside people were able to get four goals."

The game for third place matched the number one seeded Pointers versus number two seeded team from Carleton College. Leilie Hessler opened up the scoring for the Pointers with an unassisted goal at the 33:38 mark of the first half. Kemerling made it 3-0 with an unassisted goal at the 14:35 mark of the first half. Carleton came back with a goal of their own at the 26:40 mark. Hessler completed the scoring for the game at the 25:50 mark of the first half. The Pointers outshot Carleton 33 to 24 and had five penalty corners to 14 for Carleton. Stephanie York had a season high 18 saves for the Pointers.

**Lady Spikers Win, Lose 2**

by Rick Kaufman

Senior Editor

Facing perhaps its toughest opposition, the UWSP women's volleyball team captured three of five matches in the Halloween Invitational held in Duluth, Minnesota, this past weekend.

The Pointers met up with Division III foe, Gustavus Adolphus in their opener and lost by scores of 15-11, 15-13 and 15-12. The lady spikers took the first game, but missed numerous blocks and were outplayed, losing their first Division III match this season.

Coach Nancy Schoen commented, "We didn't get beat, we just didn't play well or got anything going. Even in the games we won, we didn't play well at all."

Schoen took most of the blame for her team's performance in the match against the 10th nationally ranked Adolphus squad "I put too much emphasis on the game, I knew how big a game it was for our conference finish showed. The kids just got tense, they kept trying harder and harder, but things just didn't go our way."

The Pointers bounced back, with offensive attacks and often used reserves to spark the spikers over Minnesota-Morris 15-4, 15-4; Alberta-Fairbanks 15-9, 15-10; and the College of St. Thomas 15-13 and 15-11.

In the match against Minnesota-Morris, Mary Miller and Ruth Donner led UWSP with a combined team total of 11 and 22 kills. Schoen remarked, "The kids played real well against Minne­ sota-Morris, so well in fact, I substituted right away."

Dawn Hey, Karla Miller and Carol Larson were credited with outstanding play against their
Big plays hurt the Pointers in 34-7 loss to UW-RF

by Phil James
Sports Editor

Early last week, when talking about the upcoming River Falls game, Coach D.L. LeRoy said, "It will take a lot of defense, a lot of offensive defense, and big plays on both sides of the ball." Well, that's exactly what it took. The problem was the Falcons and a Pointers team that followed LeRoy's plan.

Three big plays on offense, and a tenacious defense that allowed the Pointers just 33 yards in nine plays helped take the Falcons to a 21-0 halftime lead. From there River Falls, in front of 1,000 screaming home town fans, coasted to a 34-7 win. The win, coupled with Eau Claire's upset of the Thunder, left the Falcons atop the WSUC at 7-0, with just two weeks left in the season. The loss dropped the Pointers to 3-3 in the conference, and 5-4 overall.

The Falcons got on the board just eight minutes into the game, when quarterback Mike Farley threw a 47-yard touchdown pass to wide out Tom Smith. The throw that gave the Falcons an early 7-0 lead was just Farley's 36th pass of the year. It was a combination of the Falcons' offensive line, defense, and yet another big play from the offense that set up the touchdown and the score of the quarter. After the Pointers took over at their own 20-yard line, the offense came up big with a series and a third down sack forced them to retreat from deep in their own end zone. Against a 38 mph wind, punter Brad Roberts could get off just a 27-yard boot and again the Falcons were in business at the Point 30. From here River Falls showcased their awesome wishbone attack, and on first down Farley rolled left and pitched to halfback Darryl Cooper who rambled 30 yards before being brought down from Mike Van Asen at the six. It was option right the next time, and Farley this time pitched to right half Dan Kahlow who sprinted in for the score and quickly it was 14-0.

The second quarter belonged to both offensive units, but it was only the Falcons who could put points on the board. The Pointers got things going with a 17-play 63-yard drive that took them from their own 14 yard line to the Falcon 13, but the drive ended when Dave Geissler threw into the hands of River Falls linebacker Steve Frantti at the three yard line.

The River Falls offense was not about to be outdone and they proceeded to march 89 yards in nine plays giving them a comfortable 11-0 second quarter lead. The score came on another big play, as Farley again found his wide out, Smith, this time from 28 yards away. The Pointers, behind the strong arm of Dave Geissler (23-36 for 341 yards) tried to muster up a score before the intermission, but time ran out as they reached the Falcon 38. The missed opportunities in the first half by the Pointer offense left LeRoy in disbelief.

"The final score was not indicative of the way the game was played. The score could have been 21-21 at the half. We moved the ball well between the 30's, but we just couldn't punch it in. The whole first half was a matter of three big plays by River Falls, and our inability to score from inside the 20.

The second half looked a lot like the first. The Pointer offense continued to move the ball, but could manage just one touchdown, and the Falcon offense continued to come up with the big play. The Pointer score came with five minutes left in the third quarter, when Geissler hit Mike Christman on an eight yard touchdown pass that capped off a 10 play 80 yard drive, cutting the Falcon lead to 21-7.

The Pointers threatened to cut it to 21-14, but after getting to the Falcon 11 yard line a sack and a penalty helped stymie yet another drive. The Falcons, sensing that things were getting too close, again got their wishbone in high gear. Farley rolled left, and instead of pitching to Cooper kept the ball and ran 70 yards for the touchdown and a 27-7 lead. The score came with just 14 minutes left in the game, and all but ended any Pointer come from behind hopes. The Falcons put some icing on the cake later in the game as Farley sneaked over from the one giving the Falcons their 14th win in their last 15 games.

The Pointers hope to snap their two game losing streak this Saturday as they entertain the Yellowjackets of Superior at Eau Claire. The game is the last contest of the Pointers home game schedule. The Falcons went on to win the game.

Lady harriers 5th in WWIAC meet

by Alan Lemke
Staff Reporter

Following Saturday's WWIAC cross-country meet, the best way to describe the feelings of the UW-Stevens Point women would be disappointed. The women were only able to muster a fifth place finish in the race that took place at the Stevens Point Country Club. UW-Eau Claire upset conference favorite UW-LaCrosse by taking the conference championship. They were followed by LaCrosse in second place, UW-Oshkosh in third, and UW-Stout in fourth.

Women's coach Len Hill said his team did not run very well and pointed to one major problem that may have been the cause. "Two of the veterans have had colds all week and they weren't feeling too well. I was just hoping maybe they were going to be able to get in there and run a little faster." Hill also went on to say that these were the people he really thought were his big race like conference. "The freshmen, in a conference meet, you can't count on them a whole lot, and they didn't run too well." Not only did the Pointers have problems keeping their squad together in a pack, but perhaps a more important problem was the fact that their top runner. Sheila Ricksle, came in a distant 23rd place. She was followed by Beth Geisler in 30th, Andrea Berceau in 33rd, Kathy Said in 41st, Mary Koskey in 46th and Kathy Ausloos in 47th.

Hill did have some words of praise for Ricksle, who led the Pointer attack. "The only person that looked any good out there, and she hasn't run in several weeks after coming off that injury, was Sheila, and she ran real tough. I was pleased with her performance. She did go out hard and she hung in there and ran a real good race."

The overall pace of the race was another thing Hill pointed to as a problem for his team. "The race went out hard and I think that hurt the people and I think it hurt us. I think everybody's surprised that LaCrosse tried to stay up with Eau Claire's top runner. I thought they would let her go and try to run their pack. Instead, they stayed with her and the rest of the Eau Claire pack just kind of laid back and then came on strong that last mile." One of the veterans that Hill was counting on, Kathy Ausloos, was not in good shape because of a bad cold. "She said after the race she could have run a mile, but that was about it. She went out real well but just tired on the finish."
Harriers beat UW-EC in conference tune-up

by Alan Lemke
Staff Reporter

The UW-Stevens Point men's cross-country team was able to overcome the elements Saturday and come away with a win over UW-Eau Claire. The Pointers put together a good team effort to beat the Bluegolds in a meet that was designed to act as a fine tuning race going into next week's conference meet in Superior.

The Pointers placed a very tight pack in the top ten which enabled them to dominate the race. Leading the Pointer effort were Fred Hohensee in second place, Mike Butcher in third place, Jim Kowalczyk in fourth, Kevin Seay in fifth, and Bob Husik in sixth.

Men's coach Rick Witt felt his squad put forth a very strong effort considering the fact that he didn't put much pressure on this meet.

"This was basically to find out who was going to run at the conference meet. The guys that had not been running extremely well felt like we needed another race and I'm very pleased with the results.

Witt continued, "If you look at the results, we had five guys within 15 seconds of each other, and if you put that with the guys we held out, we're right about where we should be."

The group Witt talked about holding out were, Arnie Schrad-er, Chris Celichowski, and Don Reiter. These three guys did not run because Witt felt they were ready for the conference meet, and he decided to give them a week's rest.

Witt pointed out what he feels the key to success will be for his team next week at the conference meet.

"What we're trying to do is get those three guys, (Celichowski, Schrader, and Reiter) to do their job up front and then this next pack has got to fill in hopefully about 30 seconds behind that first group. If we do that, we'll be in pretty good shape."

With the season winding down to a close, Witt is also very happy with the progress Fred Hohensee has made during the year. Hohensee, who has been bothered by a bad ankle all year, is finally starting to run, "I think he's ready to run," said Witt. "He looked like his old self today. I think he could have run a little faster if he would have had to, but they didn't give the awards for the dual meet today so he didn't lose anything."

Looking ahead to the conference meet, Witt said he is expecting some very good competition at Superior. He pointed out that statistically LaCrosse should win the meet. Still, Witt said in cross-country it is not always what is on paper that makes the difference.

"Cross-country is a funny sport in the fact that your championship all hangs on what happens on one day. If you get one or two people sick and some­body comes down with a cold, many things can happen."

"As far as the teams themselves, there are a lot of good teams. LaCrosse has a fine team, Eau Claire has a good team, and Oshkosh has a very fine team. I think we've got a good team also. But on paper LaCrosse should win, but they don't give the awards for running on paper."

Witt said the course they will be running at Superior is a good course but it is relatively flat.

The one disadvantage he pointed out is that it has a messy type surface which tends to make for a slower race. In spite of this Witt said he will have his team do nothing different.

"By this in time it's just a matter of telling them to go out there and do the job."

Spikers, cont.

Friday afternoon opponent, Alma-Alapine, had dominated the offensive attack with page 19 of six spiked, while Miller notched five of the team's 12 service aces. Larson added 12 assists to the total saves.

Perhaps the women spikers didn't eat their Wheaties on Saturday morning, getting off to a rather slow start against the Tommies of St. Thomas. The Pointers found themselves down early in both their games, rally­

with strong efforts from the bench to eventually claim the match. Lori Nelson and Chris Otto were credited with their strong play coming off the bench.

"I was very pleased with those girls I brought off the bench, they really brought us back. We were down 4-10 and 0-10 and just couldn't seem to get things going," Schoen stated.

"We got a couple key plays and they started getting their momentum back. We scored 15 points to their one in that second game. It was great to see them come back and display that kind of determination."

The same problems that plagued the Pointer squad against Gustavus Adolphus surfaced in the semifinal round, when the lady spikers met Division II powerhouse Northwest Missouri State. They lost by scores of 15-4 and 15-3, and Coach Schoen expressed a lot of praise for her squad.

"The best game of the week­end was against NWMS. It was the best play I've seen out of my kids all weekend. I don't know if it was due to the level of the opponent or not. Missouri is really good, they have a strong scholarship school. The kids played their heart out. They were determined to win."

The Pointers had trouble pick­

up ing on the NWMS offensive attack, killing several blocks and failing to keep their spikes in play. They also had a hard time of containing Missouri's setter.

Schoen picked up on that note, "We have to work harder on our blocking. We allow too many tees to use us. We have to try and read where the attacker is going. A good blocker can tell where that attacker is going to go, and make last-minute adjustments accordingly. Against NWMS we had a lot of trouble with our blocking and we need to spend more time on that aspect of our game."

Hey again led the Pointers against NWMS with five of 15 killed spikes while reserve Lori Nelson, playing in place of in­

jured Karla Miller, converted four of 12. Despite their two losses this past weekend, the Pointer squad remains ranked nationally.

The lady spikers, now 14-5, played host to UW-Whitewater and UW-Green Bay last night in Berg Gym, tuning up for the WWIA W Tournament November 9 through 10 in Oshkosh.
THE FOLLOWING AMOUNTS WERE ALLOCATED TO THE LISTED GROUPS DURING THE BUDGET REVISION HEARINGS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION HELD THURS., OCT. 25th

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UAB</td>
<td>$815.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mens Soccer</td>
<td>$205.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Care</td>
<td>$2,278.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Rep.</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Club</td>
<td>$444.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon</td>
<td>$294.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Council</td>
<td>$789.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-American</td>
<td>$1,098.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointer</td>
<td>$130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ. Writers</td>
<td>$384.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC (Music)</td>
<td>$2,752.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF</td>
<td>$845.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>$143.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAB-CNCR</td>
<td>$412.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRC</td>
<td>$996.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWSP</td>
<td>$1,795.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGA</td>
<td>$1,421.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETV</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL AMOUNT ALLOCATED TO THE LISTED GROUPS WAS $15,000

University Film Society presents
"To Be or Not To Be"

1942 B&W 103 min United Artists

"One of the funniest black comedies ever made" — Tom Luddy
PACIFIC FILM ARCHIVES

Directed by Ernst Lubitsch. Starring Jack Benny, Carole Lombard, Lionel Atwill

One of the classic comedies of all time. To Be or Not To Be is a costume farce at der Fuehrer's fancy-dress party during the early days of World War II. It's a droll story about a heroine of the Polish underground (Costard), who saves the lives of her patriot friends by pretending to be a Nazi sympathizer. Husband Jack Benny is a Polish ham actor (Costard) who aspires to play Shakespeare and beat him. A master of disguise, he outfits the Costard at every turn, and tries to declaim Hamlet's famous soliloquy at the most inopportune moment.

Critical Comments: "Brilliant wartime comedy...one of the brightest of all Lubitsch's later works." — DICTIONARY OF 1000 BEST FILMS

Awards: One of the Ten Best American Films, National Board of Review, 1943. Best Actor (Benny), New York Film Critics Circle, 1943.

Tuesday and Wednesday November 6th and 7th
7 and 9:15 p.m.
UC-Program Banquet RM.

$1.75

$1.75

Don't miss "To Be or Not To Be" on Nov. 6th and 7th

The Hair Designers
1345 Main St.
Next to 1st Financial
*341-0744*

$5.00 off all Perms
$27.50-$35.00

10% Off all other services.

Stylists
Carlene
Veronica
Wendy
Althea
Wendy

WE SATISFY CRAVINGS...

TOGO'S SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
249 DIVISION
Students! Remember your Discount Cards!
Order Ahead Ph. 341-1111

The Hop Bus is now going to transport any students to the House of Prime, HWY. 51 & 54, Plover, downstair to the hop. There's a DJ playing 7 nights a week, playing your favorite tunes, a 12 foot video screen, large dance floor. We serve pizza's, prime rib sandwiches, from 7-9 25¢ tap beers.

--DAILY SPECIALS--

Mon.-Highballs Only 50¢
Thurs.-Margarita $1.25
(Stawberry or Reg.)
FRI.-California Coolers
Fri.-California Coolers
Sat.-Molson's Golden Beer 75¢
Sun.-Rum & Coke 70¢ Bacardi 80¢

SERVING EVERY SUNDAY
10 a.m.-2 p.m. Brunch . . . . $6.25 2:30 p.m.-9 p.m. Buffet . . . . $6.95

House of Prime
Phone: 345-0264

Your Free Ride
Bus Hours
6:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Tues.-thru-Sat.
Last Bus Leaves Hop 12:45
Happy 1st Anniversary Haircraft!

Mon., Nov. 5-Sat., Nov. 10
“Your Center For Great Looking Hair”

Haircraft is a Redken salon with licensed professional stylists providing haircutting and styling for students, faculty, staff, and the community of Stevens Point. Located in the Lower Level of the University Center.

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS

Free! All Week: Shampoo samples formulated for your type of hair with the purchase of any service.

Mon., Nov. 5 9 a.m.-5 p.m.—Free hairbrush with haircut

Tues., Nov. 6 9 a.m.-7 p.m.—Perm Special! Get a perm & Cut for just $27.00, and $11.00 savings.

Wed., Nov. 7 9 a.m.-5 p.m.—Free conditioner for your type of hair with haircut

Thurs., Nov. 8 9 a.m.-5 p.m.—Free style with haircut

Fri., Nov. 9 9 a.m.-5 p.m.—Shampoo & Conditioner Special! Save 30% on shampoo and conditioner for your hair type with the purchase of any service.

Sat., Nov. 10 9 a.m.-4 p.m.—Family Haircut Special! Get haircuts for just $5.00 each when you and another member of your family come in for haircuts. Regular Price: $6.75 ea.

Register for Free Gifts at Saloon or Concourse Booth

You can win one of two compact travel size hair dryers, a regular curling iron and curling brush by simply registering any time at Haircraft. Prizes will be drawn on Sat., Nov. 10, 1 liter Redken Ammino Pon Shampoo. 1 liter Redken Protein Shampoo.

Stop by at the Haircraft 1st Anniversary booth located in the University Concourse.

The University Centers’

“Did you have too much to drink?”
“T’m perfectly fine.”

“Are you in any shape to drive?”
“I’ve never felt better.”

“I think you’ve had too many.”
“You kiddin, I can drive with my eyes closed.”

“You’ve had too much to drink, let me drive.”
“No body drives my car but me.”

“Are you OK to drive?”
“Who’s a few beers?”

DRINKING AND DRIVING CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP

U.S. Department of Transportation

Involvement Opportunities:

Young Dems

by Paul Piotrowski

The UWSP Young Democrats serve two major purposes on campus. One obviously is to promote the ideals and beliefs of the Democratic Party. The other is to help create a more perfect government by informing students of candidates and issues.

To accomplish these goals, we attempt to bring as many speakers to campus as possible. During the course of this semester so far, we have brought in John Zaccaro Jr., son of vice presidential candidate Geraldine Ferraro, Congressmen Dave Obey and Wisconsin’s Secretary of State Douglas LaFollette.

To help prepare for the upcoming election, Young Democrats aided SGA’s Legislative Affairs Committee in this year’s very successful voter registration drive. And members of our organization are involved in many of the campaigns as paid staff. The highlight of the semester has undoubtedly been that six of our members worked in conjunction with national staff to set up the Labor Day event for Mondale-Ferraro in Merrill.

Next semester we will be hosting the Young Democrats State Convention in February. And we will once again be actively supporting student or student advocate candidates for local office.

Anyone interested in becoming involved in Young Democrats can contact Paul Piotrowski at 346-7915 or Greg Gray at 341-5583. Please remember to vote on November 6 because your future depends on it.

UWSP organizations please return your involvement opportunities articles to The Pointer, 117 CAC!
**FOR RENT**

- **TWO ROOMS:** Single room for second semester. Kitchen and bathroom facilities shared with other males. Very close to campus. 341-3845.

- **TWO ROOMS:** Double room, includes kitchen and utilities. New washer and dryer, house just remodeled. Price negotiable. Would be living with four other girls. Interested call Down 4 a.m. 341-4446.

- **FOR RENT:** One female needed to sublet a single room for a friend in Almonte. Share house with three other females, only two blocks from campus. Completely furnished. Rent is $70 per semester plus utilities. Call 341-2692.

**FOR SALE**

- **RECONDITIONED COLOR TV:** 321-7135.

- **FOR SALE:** 5mm camera. Lenses: 30mm Canon, 30mm Vivitar, 35mm Soligor. Great for semester abroad or for the Emissions Office. 341-3246.

- **FOR SALE:** Mercedes Benz for sale. 35 mpg, new radials, new battery, summer tires for $4,000 or best offer 344-4813.

- **FOR SALE:** STEAMBOAT, DAYTONA BEACH, SOUTH PADRE. Enjoy the summer sun and sea on a brand-new and luxurious 42-foot Power Catamaran. $1,500. Contact Mike at 341-5874.

- **FOR SALE:** Sunchase Tours "Break from the Books... A Vacation to Remember! Sit on a plane, take a seat and four trips available now! New York: Four days from $109. Daytona from $95. Padre from $78. Corpus Christi: From $75. Hawaii: From $87. Hurry! Call Sunchase Tours toll free for more information, 1-800-323-3011. local 344-0873 or contact our Sunchase representative or your local travel agency today!

- **FOR SALE:** AAE, Catalog of 10,000 topics. Send $1. Research, 401 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60616 (312) 922-4000.

**WANTED**

- **WANTED:** Thousands of hungry people are ready to purchase Girl Scout cookies from us. Please contact immediately. 341-5004.

- **WANTED:** Two females to sublet two rooms in the Student Center. Only four blocks from campus. 341-4244.

- **WANTED:** Female to sublet nice double room, is block from campus. New washer and dryer, house just remodeled. Peggy negócio. Would be living with four other girls. Interested call Down 4 a.m. 341-5446.

- **WANTED:** One or two females to sublease for second semester. Five blocks from campus (Franklin St.). Really nice house. Call Amy 345-2747.

- **WANTED:** Two females to sublet a residence apartment for second semester. Very close to campus. Laundry facilities in building. Rent includes heat. For more information call 341-9048.

**EMPLOYMENT**

**HELP WANTED:** GOVERNMENT HELP WANTED. For New Year. Your area. For information, call 341-5044 Ext. 6-5000.

**HELP WANTED:** Travel field opportunity. Gain valuable marketing experience while earning money. Campus representative needed immediately for spring break trip to Florida. Contact Bill Ryan 1-800-302-6322.

**EMPLOYMENT:** OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, round year. Europe, South America, Austra, Asia. All fields. 900-852-0100. Slighting. Free info. Write LIC, P.O. Box 52-W14, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.

**EMPLOYMENT:** The following organizations will be holding on-campus interviews next week in the Career Services Office, 10 Old Main Building, Contact the Career Services Office for further information and sign-up. KIMBERLY CLARK Corporation- Nov. 5. Paper science and engineering majors, management. Cease for positions in engineering produc-tion. CHEMICAL COMPANY- Nov. 8. Paper science and engineering majors for positions in technical sales to paper and chemical engineers. Tickets for interviews will be in the Concourt of the UC next week. No sign-up necessary. U.S. MARINE'S- Nov. 6. Paper science and engineering majors for positions in technical sales to paper and chemical engineers. Tickets for interviews will be in the Concourt of the UC next week. No sign-up necessary.

**L O S T & F O U N D**

**LOST:** One red and green plaid cap, made in Luxembourg. Great sentimental value! If found, please turn in to the Communications Office at 341-4247, as for Art. Thank you.

**LOST & FOUND:** 4 boxes of cookies on a concert bus. Call 341-4124 for information. A box at the UC Club. 341-3100.

**L O S T :** For the UWSP Campus Girl Scouts. Be my friend! Thanks again for the cookies! 341-5715.

**WANTED:** Toward the start of the Spring Semester, we are looking for a partner who would like to do some work on a project. We need a partner who is willing to help with some of the technical aspects of the project. This is a one-time opportunity. Contact me 341-5044 Ext. 6-5000.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

- **ANNOUNCEMENTS:** The cookies that are UWSP Campus Girl Scouts will be having a meeting on Nov. 4, 1984, at 4 p.m. in the Van Hise Room of the UC. We will discuss the cookie booth, badge workshop and our party plans.

- **ANNOUNCEMENT:** The UWSP fashion advertising and promotion class is presenting "Accent on Wool," a fashion presentation and luncheon, on Nov. 10 at 12:30 p.m. in the Willett Hotel, Stevens Point. Tickets for luncheon $8, style show at 11:00 a.m. free to public.

- **ANNOUNCEMENT:** Do you dream of being a newswoman? This is your last opportunity to sign up for the speaking and hearing test before registration deadline. Do not hesitate! Tickets picked up in and OOPS. Deadline is Nov. 6.

- **ANNOUNCEMENT:** Do you dream of playing at the largest beaches of the world? Join Emery's Fifth Annual Volleyball Tournament Nov. 10, 12:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the UC Concourt both men and women. Tickets available at the UC. Contact Mark McInerney before Nov. 10.

- **ANNOUNCEMENT:** Start your work right out! Join us for our fall 1984 Sunday morning services, 10:30 a.m. Peace Center Campus, Vincent and Maria Dr., right behind(Canvas)or. 341-4269. Lutheran Student Community.

- **ANNOUNCEMENT:** University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point campus organization leaders and hall presidents are invited to submit their questions in advance. UAPS special presentation begins at 9 p.m. in the UC Encore Room.

- **W U S P S - C o n c e r t C h o i r a n d C r e a t o r i a l C h u r u s w i l l c o n v i n e ."** A special concert in Michiealson Hall at 8 p.m. Charles Reichl and Gary Bangstad, of the music department, are conductors for the evening show. So, if advice on your sex life is to your liking, check out this sure-to-be pleasuring concert.

- **PERSONALS**

- **PERSONAL:** To the Bottle Bru-nette-Thanks again for the Firebird Ambulance Service. "I only need a Band-Aid!" Love, the blonde (alias Ultimate Anti-Ppop). P.S. Beware of Ghost Easterns and blondes (like me). 

- **PERSONAL:** Dear Bird Legs II: Glad to see that the cold weather hasn't driven you away to southern Arizona. Guess those battles of Alamo are keeping you warm. Bird Legs II.

- **PERSONAL:** Laura (Pennys): Hi Honey: Hope you are alright. I want to tell you. Rumor has it that David Lee will be paying a visit to a West Kenute! He has agreed to spend his winter break in our room and then work his way down the hall. He has also agreed to personally escort you to your classes and to purchase your lunch at the Victory while you are standing there! I got my back up and I don't know how many times I've picked up in up OOPS. Deadline is Friday, Nov. 9.

- **PERSONAL:** Do you dream of playing at the largest beaches of the world? Join Emery's Fifth Annual Volleyball Tournament Nov. 10, 12:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the UC. Enjoy the sun, surf and sand experience. For more information call 341-5044 Ext. 6-5000.

- **PERSONAL:** Keeping David Lee's Dixon. Love, your friend, Abigail Adams.

- **PERSONAL:** Linda: Your sexual activities never cease to amuse me. Has Paul managed to entice you yet or do you still remain loyal to the
PERSONALS, cont.
"far-away" William: I want to com-
ment you for your remarkable at-tentiveness—yes it is a fine example to
the female generation. Yes, celibary
is the problem we must warn you—stay
away from crayon, the temptation
may be too great. Two months left, but
keep on. Love, Dar (Abigail Adams).
PERSONAL: To Suzanne (Blide-
gard): The woman who cries at the sight
of Michael Jackson and who fantasizes
about her time with Billy Idol when "in the midnight hour, she
can cry for more, more, more," I'd
like to credit this woman for her tre-
mendous intellectual capacity. The
woman knows every word to Prince's
"Let's Go Crazy," by heart. (Although, she does poor
"Julia,"") I'd credit this woman
for more, more, more." I'd
say to her, "Don't party on Halloween after
layout, you will be an ex-flaming per-
nal star."
PERSONAL: To the Franklin St.
Health Club Members: Thanks for
making our Halloween meeting loads
of fun. Hope you all had a good one
and stay tuned for the next meet-
ing!!
PERSONAL: To the GLACIUS
decoration Speak-up for this weekend.
Central Michigan is going to be a lot
of fun. Keep up the good work.
PERSONAL: Nancy: Thank you for
a good time Friday night. I really
needed that! At times I feel so dis-
tant, yet feel so close. I love you very
much, but realize you do not feel the
same way. Another time, another
place, under different circumstances.
Thanks for being with me and be
understanding with me. I wish it
could be different, but it is not... I don't know! Rich.
PERSONAL: Big Bird: Will you go
for a romantic walk with me tonight?
Love, Julia.
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VOTE DEMOCRATIC because

ENVIRONMENT

The Mondale Commitment
★ Will expand and implement Superfund and clean up the toxic wastes and pollutants from our land, air and water.
★ Will restore budgets of environmental agencies, and enforce the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts.
★ Will confront the acid rain problem by cutting sulfur dioxide emissions by 50%, and will negotiate an acid rain treaty with Canada.

The Reagan Assault
★ Appointed James Watt and Anne Burford as guardians of our precious environment.
★ Has cleaned up and closed less than 1% of all toxic waste dumps covered by Superfund.
★ Cut EPA research budget in half, tried to cut its purchasing power by 60%.
★ Postponed action on acid rain, allowing the situation to worsen.

EDUCATION

The Mondale Commitment
★ WALTER MONDALE has said, "Ask any American what we must do to get our edge back, and time after time the answer is — invest in education."
★ Promises to restore and expand guaranteed student loans and campus aid programs.
★ Proposes to increase support for graduate education through loans, minority assistance, and awards for excellence.

The Reagan Disaster
★ Cut real federal spending for education by over 25%, slashed college student aid by 21%, and phased out Social Security educational benefits.
★ Tried to cut 266,000 student loans, denied loans to 600,000 graduate students, tried to take away work-study jobs from 250,000 students, cut 1 million undergraduate grants.

☑ WALTER F. MONDALE  ☑ DAVID R. OBEY
☑ GERALDINE A. FERRARO  ☑ DAVID W. HELBACH
☑  ☑ STAN GRUSZYNSKI

Vote this Tuesday, November 6, 1984
You may register at the Polls.
If you have questions — call 344-7666.

Authorized and Paid for by Portage County Democratic Party, Joel Muhvic, Treasurer.
President's Message to Young Americans

The Honorable Ronald Reagan
President of the United States

Republicans looking forward to the 1984 elections have much to be excited about. We have a success story to tell: a story of stronger national defense, expanding economy, and greater opportunity for all Americans. America is in the middle of the strongest economic recovery in over thirty years. Inflation and interest rates have been slashed. And as all of you entering the job market should please to know, almost seven million new jobs have been created in the last 19 months.

Just as important as the success of the past four years, though, is what Republicans can promise our country for the future. Here, too, we have reason to be excited. After just four short years of Republican leadership, America can look forward to the 1980s and 1990s as decades of unparalleled growth and prosperity. And America can look forward to a new generation of citizens to lead her to that future.

You are that new generation of American leaders, and the future of our country is yours to shape. Many of you, I know, have already taken an active role. Our national voter registration drive, for example, never could have accomplished its goals without the dedicated efforts of student volunteers. But the hardest work still lies ahead.

Vice President Bush and I are very pleased that polls show our strongest support among voters 18 to 24 years old. The Republican Party has become the party of innovation and ideas, and that's why I think we're becoming the party of the young and the young at heart.

Seventy percent of Americans now 18 to 24 years old have never voted in a Presidential election. That's why we're counting on you to encourage other young people to join you in building a better, safer, and more prosperous America.

Many of you will cast your first vote for President this November. That's an exciting and important event, for it signifies full participation in our democratic process. But voting carries with it the responsibility to stand up for the ideas and principles that will keep America strong. I hope you can convince your friends to join with us to take another step forward toward a world of peace, prosperity, and opportunity - for us, and for all the peoples of the world.

Thank you for all your hard work. Good luck, and God bless you.

You are our future decision-makers and leaders.

— President Ronald Reagan

PAID FOR AND AUTHORIZED BY
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS AND STUDENTS FOR REAGAN